Abstract. The design of a plane Archimedes spiral antenna is put forward. Compared with the traditional Archimedes antenna, the gain of low frequency is improved by adjusting shape and thickness of the absorber in the back cavity. Thus an Archimedean spiral antenna with the gain of 1.3dBi at the low frequency is designed, which bandwidth covers from 1GHz to 3GHz with return loss less than -10dB. Finally, the designed antenna is made, the results of the measurement fit well with the simulation ones.
Introduction
With the development of wireless communication, the application of high gain broadband antennas has become more popularly. The Archimedean spiral antenna has proposed by Kaiser in 1959 [1] , and is known as a frequency-independent antenna. Because of its broadband bandwidth and circularly polarized pattern, the Archimedean spiral antenna has become an outstanding candidate for many wideband applications.
Since then, many methods have been used to get better gain in the design of the Archimedean spiral antenna. However, such antennas as assembled with the back cavity has less gain in low frequency [2] , In order to improve the gain in low frequency, a modified method is proposed, the main influence factor is the structure of the absorber, the thickness and the inner diameter of it is optimized to proper shape. Figure 1 shows the structure of the Archimedean spiral antenna, the FR4 substrate is applied under the spiral lines. The antenna radiator is set with the back cavity, and balun is assembled beneath the back center of the radiator. The absorber is filled from the bottom of the back cavity, its center is hollowed for avoiding touching the feed line on balun, and the top of the absorber should not touch the FR4 substrate which would lead to the pattern disorder. Archimedean spiral antenna has the characteristics of self-similarity and weak terminal effect, it can maintain input impedance constant, consistent antenna pattern and the same polarization characteristics in a wide frequency band. Considering the balanced structure of spiral radiator, the feeding method of spiral radiation uses balanced feed. The coaxial line has good broadband performance, but it is the non-balanced feed mode, so here we need to change the conversion from non-balanced circuit feeding coaxial structure to balanced feeding mode, which named balun structure. The radiation of the planar spiral antenna is bi-directional, but in practical applications, the antenna usually has the characteristics of unidirectional radiation. The method is adding a cavity in the back of the spiral antenna to make the antenna unidirectional, and fills with the absorbing material which modifies the return loss.
Design of Archimedean Spiral Antenna
The effective radiation area of the Archimedes spiral antenna is located in the area around one wavelength, so that the wavelength of the low frequency determines the value of the spiral line outside diameter. In general it should satisfy the following equation The cycles number of the spiral line is determined by outer diameter of antenna and arm width, the more the numbers, the larger the antenna transmission loss and the greater the input impedance, so the seam width should be designed nearly equal to the arm width.
After the design of radiator, the material, ECCOSORB MCS is chosen as the microwave absorber, which is shown in Figure 1 .As the normal thickness of the absorber is filled full of the back cavity, and the gain is low in bandwidth, if the absorber is too thin, it can cause the return loss larger. So it is necessary to find a moderate thickness either the high gain in bandwidth or the return loss less than -10dB in bandwidth. When considering the shape of the absorber, the thicker the absorber is ,the better the return loss, and the center of the absorber is hollowed as a cylinder, the diameter of the cylinder mainly influences the gain in bandwidth, the larger the diameter is ,the higher gain the antenna gets.
By adjusted and optimized on CST, the design values of the antenna are shown in Table 1 . After the whole design process is settled down, the simulation result of 11 S parameters is shown below. S parameters are all less than -10dB, which meet the actual requirements. The simulation antenna patterns are shown in Figure 3 . From Figure 3 , the antenna pattern is rotational symmetric at each frequency point. At the frequency of 1GHz, the gain is lower than the others. When the frequencies are from 1.5GHz to 3.0GHz, the curves are nearly coincided, the peak gain is at least above 5dBi.At low frequency (1GHz), the maximum value of gain is 1.3dBi, larger than the gain of normal spiral antennas. The gain in back of the antenna is weak (Theta= 180  ) because of the reflection and absorption in the absorber.
Measure Results and Analysis
Archimedean spiral antenna is put into object-making based on the simulation model, the whole thing is shown in Figure 4 . The 11 S parameters of antenna are measured by Agilent network analyzer, the result is shown below. Then the antenna is put into microwave anechoic chamber to measure the farfield gain patterns which are shown below. From Figure 5 , the 11 S parameters are below -10dB in 1-3GHz, and the curve is flat. The measured results fit the simulation ones. It can be seen from Figure 6 that the actual measured gain is about 5dBi at each frequency point except 1GHz, compared with the simulated results, the measured gain is not so coincided because in actual application, it is difficult to ensure that the characteristic parameters of the filled absorber are completely coincident with the simulation ones. At the low frequency, the gain is improved compared those normal ones which are less than 0dBi, so the gain in low frequencies is modified. The antenna pattern basically remains rotational symmetric. From Figure 7 , the maximum gain from 1GHz to 3GHz is present, the gain in bandwidth is at least 1.3dBi which located in 1GHz, which improves the gain characteristic in low frequency.
Summary
By selecting suitable structure of the absorbing material, the unidirectional radiating antenna with high gain is designed. Compared with the traditional Archimedean spiral antenna which gain in low frequency is usually under 0dBi, the results of simulation and measurement both show affection in improving the gain in low frequency. The designed antenna has good application in modern wireless communication and wide-band radar system.
